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QUESTION 1

A multi-server installation ofCognos BImust be performed. 

Which of the following is a validstrategy for installing across multiple servers? 

A. Separate the gateway component from other server components to restrict report requestprocessing to the Web
server tier. 

B. Enable dedicated request processing, by installing a dispatcher in the Web server tier to act asa primary dispatcher
for routing requests to other dispatchers. 

C. Scale the system vertically by installing one instance of all Cognos 8 services on a largercomputer capable of
managing more concurrent request threads. 

D. Enable load balancing of requests for content management services by installing multipleinstances of Content
Manager. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

When following the Information Focused approach, what should the users bring to the initialinterview? 

A. Copies of key reports, structure of database tables, job responsibilities, and objectives 

B. Job responsibilities, objectives, what information they need to get their work done, and copiesof key reports 

C. List of reports they desire, what information they need to get their work done, and structure ofdatabase tables 

D. Job responsibilities, objectives, and a list of reports they desire 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is NOT a critical feature or function of a scorecard? 

A. Targets 

B. Projections 

C. Tolerances 

D. Histories 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A company receives new orders each night. Those orders must be filled and packed for shipmentbefore the end of each
day. The users need to know which orders have arrived during the nightand which still require filling throughout the day.
Supervisors also need the flexibility to inquireagainst the database on a variety of items outside of the standard order
filling process (e.g.customer outstanding balance or shipping rates). 

Which of the following Cognos 8 componentsBEST fills the company\\'s needs? 

A. Analysis Studio and Event Studio 

B. Report Studio and Query Studio 

C. Query Studio and Metric Studio 

D. Analysis Studio and Report Studio 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

After a BI application is placed into production, all of the following are considered part of theprocess to prepare for the
next iteration of the application, EXCEPT: 

A. record and track enhancement requests 

B. communicate with users to insure the application is delivering value 

C. periodically re-apply the V-test model against the developed components 

D. enhance application documentation to reflect errors and omissions 

Correct Answer: C 
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